This image is a parking map for the Strawberry Banke Museum in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. The map shows various parking locations and directions to access the museum. The map indicates one-way roads and includes the following parking locations:

1. High-Hanover Parking Garage - 900 spaces, Open 24 hours, 7 Days
2. Bridge Street Lot - 67 Spaces, 2 hour limit, Free After 7pm Mon-Sat/All Sunday
3. Vaughn Mall Lot - 77 Spaces, 2 hour limit, Free After 7pm Mon-Sat/All Sunday
4. Wright Ave Lot - 43 Spaces, 2 hour limit, Free After 7pm Mon-Sat/All Sunday
5. Parrott Ave Lot - 186 Spaces, 72 hour limit, Free Parking
6. Masonic Lot - 70 Spaces, 12 hour limit, Free Parking
7. South Mill Lot - 90 Spaces, 72 hour limit, Free Parking

The map also includes information about trolley stops at Hancock St & Court St, and directions from various roads such as US Route 1, US Route 1B, and US Route 1 Bypass.